This article reviews our present knowledge of neutrino interactions with nucleons and discusses the interactions with nuclei, the target material of all presently running and planned long-baseline experiments. I emphasize descriptions of semi-inclusive reactions and full descriptions of the final state; the latter are needed to reconstruct the incoming neutrino energy from final-state observations. I then discuss Monte Carlo generator and more advanced transport theoretical approaches in connection with experimental results on various reaction mechanisms. Finally, I describe the effects of uncertainties in the reconstruction of the incoming neutrino energy on oscillation parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interactions of neutrinos with nucleons can provide valuable information about axial properties and transition form factors. For example, the nucleon's axial form factor is still poorly known. It is usually reduced to a dipole ansatz, with one free parameter, the axial mass. This axial mass (M A ) has been determined in many neutrino experiments on nucleons (or deuterons) and assumes a value of approximately 1 GeV [1] . The assumed dipole form of the axial vector form factors, however, cannot be checked further by experiment; the vector form factors obtained from electron scattering show a significantly more complicated dependence on the squared four-momentum transfer Q 2 [2] . The transition form factors to nucleon resonances are even less known. For example, for the ∆ resonance the transition current involves three vector form factors and three axial ones. Whereas the three vector form factors are reasonably well determined by electron-induced pion production on the nucleon, the three axial form factors are largely unknown. Present data seem to be sensitive to only one of them as discussed below in Sect. II B.
The investigation of interactions of neutrinos with nuclei is interesting from the point of view of nuclear many-body theory (NMBT). It can provide valuable information on the electroweak response of nuclei to axial perturbations and, thus, supplement our previous knowledge from electron scattering experiments. It is also interesting from a practical point of view, with regard to long-baseline experiments, such as T2K, MINOS, NOvA and the future DUNE (formerly called LBNE), that attempt to extract neutrino properties from the observation of neutrino oscillations. In these experiments the event rate (flux multiplied by cross section) at a given neutrino energy E ν at a far detector is compared with that at a near detector at the same energy. From that comparison one can extract the neutrino oscillation parameters, mixing angles, and possibly a CP-invariance violating phase. The complication lies in the fact that the neutrino energy is not known because of the special production method of neutrinos as secondary decay products of hadrons, mostly pions and kaons, that were produced in primary reactions of protons with nuclei. The neutrino energy thus must be reconstructed event by event from the final state of the reaction, at both the near and the far detectors.
Because all modern experiments use nuclear targets, such as H 2 O, CH n and 40 Ar, the energy reconstruction depends not only on the initial neutrino-nucleus interaction but also on the final-state interactions (FSI) of all particles. The precision with which neutrino oscillation properties can be extracted from such experiments then depends directly on the description of the final state of the neutrino-nucleus interaction.
To get a sense for the accuracy needed for the energy reconstruction in oscillation experiments, it is helpful to look at 1. Appearance probability of ν e in a ν µ beam at a distance of 1300 km, calculated for standard oscillation mixing angles. The four colored curves illustrate the sensitivity of the expected signal to the neutrino mixing angle θ 13 and the CP-violating phase δ CP . The black peak shows the expected energy distribution for the µ-neutrino beam. From Reference [3] .
can be distinguished from one another only if the neutrino energy can be determined to better than approximately 100 MeV, which provides a first hint to the accuracy needed for the energy reconstruction at DUNE.
The focus of this review is on our understanding of neutrino-nucleon and neutrino-nucleus interactions and their effect on the neutrino energy reconstruction. After a brief review of neutrino interactions with nucleons, I provide a short overview of the theory needed to describe interactions with nuclei and describe the important role of FSI. I then discussion the importance of these interactions for the energy reconstruction in long-baseline experiments.
I also discuss the need for better nuclear theory-based generators necessary to achieve higher precision in the extraction of neutrino parameters.
For a summary of experimental results on neutrino interactions I refer to two recent review articles [4] , [5] ; the former focusses on quasi-elastic (QE) scattering cross sections whereas the latter provides a rather complete summary of experimental cross sections in various energy regimes. Another review [6] gives an excellent presentation of neutrino interactions at high energies. Another classical resource is an extended review article by LLewellyn Smith [7] , which contains theoretical and experimental developments that are still relevant today.
A more modern review of neutrino interactions, mainly from a theoretical point of view, is that by Alvarez-Ruso et al. [8] . Finally, another review in this volume [9] covers modern long-baseline experiments.
II. INTERACTIONS WITH NUCLEONS
In this section I discuss our present understanding of reactions on the nucleon for the three major reaction processes.
A. Quasi-Elastic Scattering QE Scattering on an isolated nucleon, as for a charged-current interaction of an incoming antineutrino of flavor l on a proton with an outgoing neutron and a lepton l
is a very simple reaction. The corresponding reaction of a neutrino on a neutron is already more complicated because there are no neutron targets. The use of a deuteron target instead already requires some nuclear structure information, in this case about the energy and momentum distribution of the neutron in the deuteron and about the reaction mechanism.
Due to the two-body kinematics in Eq. 1 the measurement of the energy and angle of the outgoing lepton l also determines the incoming energy and the momentum transfer.
Essential for this result is that the final state can unequivocally be identified such that only one nucleon and a lepton (and, for example, no pion) are present.
The cross section for the QE scattering (1) is obtained by contracting the hadron current with the lepton current 1 . The relevant vertex function Γ is given by a combination of a vector current (V ) and an axial current (A)
with
Here M is the nucleon mass and all the vector form factors F 1,2 and the axial form factors F A and F P depend on the square of the four-momentum transfer Q 2 = −q 2 alone, because for QE scattering the energy transfer is fixed to ω = Q 2 /(2M ). The vector form factors are directly related to the electromagnetic form factors and can be determined by electron scattering; a recent fit can be found in References [2, 13, 14] . The form factor F P can be related to F A by invoking pion pole dominance so that only one axial form factor F A (Q 2 ) is needed.
Theory alone says little about the detailed shape of the axial form factor F A . The vector meson dominance hypothesis predicts that it should be the sum of many monopoles with isovector axial vector masses whereas perturbative QCD (pQCD) arguments predict that asymptotically, for large Q 2 , the form factor should go as 1/Q 4 [15] . This asymptotic behavior could appear if close-lying monopoles, such as those corresponding to the two lowest axial vector mesons, conspire in their coupling such that the result is a dipole
In this case the axial form factor's shape is determined by only one parameter, the axial mass M A . While Eq. 5 indeed fulfills the asymptotic requirement, in the experimentally relevant region of low Q 2 the form factor could have a different shape [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Nearly all analyses of neutrino QE data have used the dipole form factor. The axial mass extracted usually shows large error bars because all the experiments with elementary targets (p, D) were done approximately 35 years ago with relatively weak neutrino currents. The world average for the extracted axial mass is 1.03 GeV; the value extracted from charged pion electroproduction experiments, which are also sensitive to F A , is close [1] . Figure 2 illustrates the sensitivity of the total QE cross section as a function of neutrino energy to the axial mass. is dominant.
The two currents are given by [23] 
They enter via the vertex factor Γ for a positive-parity J = 3/2 resonance
into the hadronic tensor, which is given by
where Λ αβ is (for the ∆) the spin-3/2 projector. Contracting this with the lepton tensor gives, as usual, the resonance production cross section
Here p denotes the nucleon's four-momentum, p that of the outgoing resonance and k and k are those of the initial and final state lepton, respectively. The quantities ω and Ω represent the energy transfer and the scattering angle of the outgoing lepton, respectively. The spectral function (SF) of the resonance is denoted by P(p ); in medium it can differ from the free SF and, therefore, carries the supersript 'med' in Eq. 9. To obtain the pion production cross section one multiplies the resonance formation cross section with the branching ratio for decay into the πN channel
The vector form factors C V i (Q 2 ) in Eq. 6 are directly related to the electromagnetic transition form factors [10] . They can be obtained from the measured helicity amplitudes, determined in, e.g., the MAID analysis [24] . The often-used Rein-Sehgal model for the form factors [25] is known to fail in its description of electron scattering data [26, 27] .
The only data sets available for pion production on a nucleon are those obtained at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) [28] and Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [29] . (from [30] ). Right: same cross sections after flux recalibration of the BNL cross sections (from [31] .
The solid curves represent models implemented in neutrino generators.
Figure 3(left)
shows that these data sets differ by approximately 30% at the higher energies.
The quality of these data is obviously not sufficient to determine all four axial form factors
Already in 1965 researchers had noticed that C A 5 gives the dominant contribution [23] . C A 6 can be related to C A 5 by partial conservation of the axial currenct (PCAC) [32] and C A 3 is set to zero according to an old analysis by Adler [33] , whereas C A 4 is linked to C A 5 . On the basis of these relations all theoretical analyses have used only one axial form factor
, with various parameterizations that usually go beyond that of a simple dipole [11, 12, 32, 34, 35] .
Both the ANL and BNL experiments extracted various invariant mass distributions from their data. The analysis of these invariant mass data together with the experimental dσ/dQ 2 distributions led Lalakulich et al. [36] to conclude that the BNL data were probably too high.
This conclusion has been confirmed by a reanalysis of the old data by Wilkinson et al [31] who used the QE data obtained in the same experiment for a flux calibration. After that flux recalibration the BNL data agreed with the ANL data (see right part of Figure 3 ).
A complication in determining the resonance parameters is the presence of background amplitudes which have been explored in effective field theory models [36] [37] [38] . Significantly more complicated is the dynamical coupled-channel model of photopion, electropion and weak pion production [39] that has been applied to all resonances with invariant masses up to 2.1 GeV. In this model background and resonance contributions emerge from the same Lagrangian. It is puzzling that these calculations give a cross section that is close to the higher-lying BNL cross sections for single pion production. New measurements using elementary targets are thus needed to solve this problem.
C. Deep-Inelastic Scattering
Deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) on the nucleon is well defined only in the very high energy 
Charged-current neutrino interaction with an isoscalar target. Data are from the NOMAD experiment [40] , the curves stem from a Giessen-Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck calculation [41] .
The various channels that contribute to the cross section are given as follows: The pink dotted curve represents the contribution from quasi-elastic scattering and the blue, dashed curve represents that from deep-inelastic scattering. 'Delta' denotes excitations of the ∆ resonance, 'HighRes' denotes those from higher lying nucleon resonances and 'bgr' denotes those from background terms in the resonance region. From [41] .
region of approximately 1 -5 GeV (the so-called shallow-inelastic region) is more difficult to describe as the Q 2 range in this regime is wide enough to mix resonance excitations with pQCD processes.
Usually the inclusive DIS (high-energy) part of the cross section is described by the three structure functions F i (Q 2 , x) [42] ; here x = Q 2 /(2M ω). For these excellent empirical fits exist [13] . The structure functions determine the cross section for inclusive events [6] . In order to obtain cross sections for the full event, high-energy event generators such as PYTHIA [43] are used to model the reaction of the incoming gauge boson on partons inside the nucleon.
Such generators obtain the final particle yield from a string breaking mechanism. The shallow inelastic region is then treated by some interpolation scheme between a resonance model and a parton model.
III. INTERACTIONS WITH NUCLEI
Interactions of neutrinos with nuclei supplement the information gained by electron scattering off nuclei on nuclear ground-and excited-state properties and reaction mechanisms.
They also yield insight into the axial response of nuclei. Moreover, understanding these interactions with nuclei is essential for the reconstruction of the incoming neutrino energy and, thus, for the precision with which oscillation parameters can be extracted from longbaseline experiments. For the latter we need theoretical descriptions of the νA interactions that describe the complete final state of the reaction.
A fully quantum-mechanical approach to the problem of describing the final state of a neutrino-nucleus reaction is possible for inclusive and semi-inclusive reactions. In this case one could use methods from standard reaction theory, such as the Glauber approximation [44] or an optical model description [45, 46] . These methods can describe the attenuation in a given channel, but they do not provide any information about where the flux goes.
A. Dynamics of Neutrino-Nucleus Interactions
The only known method of treating the time development of a quantal nuclear many-body system from its initial reaction all the way to the final state with high particle multiplicity is transport theory [47, 48] . The theoretical basis of this approach was laid more than 50 years ago by Kadanoff & Baym [49] . Transport theory is widely used in other fields of physics [47] .
In nuclear physics it has been used to describe heavy-ion reactions with their inherent large particle multiplicity in the final state [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , as well as neutrino transport in supernovae [55, 56] .
The Kadanoff-Baym (KB) equations in their gradient expansion form, and using the Botermans-Malfliet off-shell term [57] , allow one to propagate the eight-dimensional phasespace distributions F (x, p) of any off-shell particle under the influence of a mean field and interactions with other particles; here x and p are the four-vectors of space-time and momentum-energy, respectively. Essential quantal effects, such as off-shellness of bound hadrons, nuclear binding and the Pauli-principle, are all contained in this method.
The KB equations, with the Botermans-Malfliet approximation [57] , are given by [52] DF (x, p) − tr Γf, ReS
where
represents the so-called drift term that determines the propagation under the influence of a mean-field Hamiltonian H; the subscript PB denotes a Poisson bracket. In Eq. 11 Γ is the width of the propagated particle and S is the retarded propagator in its Wigner-transformed form [52] . Using the definition of the SF P as imaginary part of the propagator one can separate the spin-averaged spectral information from the phase-space content [49, 52] 
where g is a spin-isospin degeneracy factor. There is one KB equation for each particle, and all of them are coupled by the collision terms C(x, p) and the mean-field potential in
) then defines the trajectories of particles; this is the basis of the so-called test particle method used to solve the KB equations [52, 53] .
BUU equations. The structure of the KB equations can be simplified. Assuming on-shell particles, but still in a potential, one obtains [52] 
with E = H = p 2 + m * 2 (x, p) where for simplicity we assume that all potential effects are absorbed in a coordinate-and momentum-dependent effective mass (scalar potential).
Eq. 14 is the so-called quasi-particle approximation. With the potentials still present the KB equations become the so-called Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) equations. These still contain the all the effects of nuclear binding and the Pauli-principle.
The dissipative part of the transport is given by the so-called 'collision' term C(x, p)
in Eq. 11. This term describes all the interactions of all the particles. In quasiparticle approximation, the collision term reads (dropping the x-dependence in f ) 3 C(x, p) = g 2 dp 2 dp 1 dp (15) where M pp 2 →p 1 p 2 is the invariant matrix element for the transition. The last line in this equation exhibits the familiar structure of a gain term and a loss term for the phase-space distribution of one particle, which is represented by f (p). The factors
check whether the relevant phase-space region is unoccupied (Pauli-principle).
The transport equation, with its drift and collision terms, is Lorentz covariant. In practical applications the drift term respects relativity. Numerical algorithms have been developed to minimize any violations of relativity for the collision term [58] [59] [60] .
Ground state properties. At time t = 0 the phase-space distribution of nucleons is given by the Wigner transform of the ground-state one-particle density matrix,
The density matrix can be obtained from, for instance, NMBT [61] . In the simpler semiclassical theory, the ground-state distribution is given by the local Thomas-Fermi approxi-
with the Fermi momentum p F (x) ∼ ρ(x) 1/3 . The hole SF is then given by
The corresponding momentum distribution approximates that obtained in state-of-the-art NMBT calculations quite well (see figure 4 of Reference [8] ); its energy distribution no longer contains the δ-function spikes of a free Fermi gas because of the x dependence of the potential in m * and the integration over d 3 x.
Inclusive cross sections The fully inclusive cross section is given by a sum over all possible subprocesses in the first time step where time t = 0 is defined as the moment of the first interaction of the incoming neutrino with a target nucleon. For the fully inclusive cross sections, further time development of the reaction is irrelevant. For example, for the QE contribution one has
Here dσ med QE is a medium-dressed QE scattering cross section on a nucleon, f corr is a flux correction factor f corr = (k · p)/(k 0 p 0 ); k and p denote the four-momenta of the neutrino and nucleon momentum, respectively, and P PB (x, p) describes the Pauli blocking. The inclusive cross section in Eq. 19 agrees with that of the quantal theory.
Fully exclusive cross sections. In order to obtain the fully exclusive final event in transport theory, the final-state particles of the very first initial interaction define the starting conditions for the next time step in the solution of the KB equation, and so on. With the production of particles, the number of equations effectively rises; with absorption it goes down. Therefore, the KB equations allow one to describe the inclusive cross sections consistently together with the exclusive ones. The calculation stops when the active particles are no longer interacting and then delivers the four-vectors of all of them.
B. Event Simulation
Numerical solutions of the KB equations have been developed over the past 20 years.
Among them GiBUU (Giessen-Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck) is a consistent theory framework [52] and code [62] . It describes a wide class of nuclear reactions such as (A + A), (p, A), (π, A), (e, A), (γ, A), and (ν, A) using the same physics input and code (see Reference [52] )
for citations to these studies), and has been checked against many different nuclear reactions [63] . It is consistent in the sense that it uses the same ground-state and collision dynamics for all processes, such as QE-scattering, pion production and DIS for neutrino-induced reactions.
The ground state momentum distribution is given by the local Thomas-Fermi approximation. At the same time, the nucleons are bound in a coordinate-and momentum-dependent potential that has been fitted to equation of state and effective mass data [64, 65] . The singleparticle cross sections discussed above are additional components, and all the processes on the nucleus are assumed to be quasi-free. The two-particle two-hole (2p2h) component is -similar to Reference [66] -taken from an analysis of inclusive electron scattering data, namely the meson exchange current contribution in Reference [67] . It can be related to the axial amplitude [68] . Furthermore, GiBUU has options for off-shell transport of hadrons with their in-medium SF and proper asymptotics. It is covariant and can thus be used also for high-energy collisions; for the collision term it uses the algorithms mentioned above [58] [59] [60] .
In addition to providing cross sections for many processes GiBUU produces full events and can thus be used as a neutrino event generator.
Neutrino event generators. Standard neutrino event generators [69] [70] [71] are obtained from the KB theory after further simplifying assumptions, such as the quasi-particle approximation, the neglect of any potentials and any in-medium properties, all of them applicable at very high energies. Eq. (11) then becomes
This equation forms the basis of all Monte Carlo event generators.
In analyses of neutrino long-and short-baseline experiments neutrino-generators such as GENIE [69] and NEUT [70] play a major role. They are needed to take care of experimental problems, such as target and flux geometry and experimental interfaces. They are also used to separate the signal from the background and thus have a direct influence on the final observables. The quality of these observables is directly influenced by that of the generator. are being studied and they are often applied to separate pieces of the overall theory without concern for internal consistency. All of these factors limit the generators' predictive power for new targets or new energy regions.
IV. LEPTON INTERACTIONS WITH NUCLEI
To understand the response of nuclei to incoming leptons one can use the large data base that arose from studies of the inclusive response of nuclei to incoming electrons [74] .
These have shown that the components contributing to the total cross section on nucleons, specifically QE scattering, pion production, and DIS, also make up for most of the cross section on nuclei. Both the experimental and the theoretical developments in this field until the early 1990s are comprehensively discussed in the textbook by Boffi et al. [75] . Inclusive cross sections obviously constitute a necessary test for any model description. From an experimental point of view they are 'clean' because they require generator use only for the truly experimental problems, thereby minimizing any model dependence.
A. Electron Interactions with Nuclei
For QE scattering both the nuclear ground-state structure and the reaction mechanism and potential felt by the outgoing nucleon are essential. The impulse approximation (quasifree interaction with one nucleon at a time) is expected to be reliable for momentum transfers larger than approximately 300 MeV [76] . One then expects that inclusive total cross sections should scale linearly with target mass number A. Sealock et al. [77] have explored targets from helium to tungsten. The scaling ∼ A indeed held quite well for the ∆ resonance region and was slightly disturbed (≈ 10%) for the QE peak. The missing strength in the dip region between QE peak and ∆ was explained by processes in which the incoming photon interacts not with just one nucleon, as for true QE interactions, but with two nucleons simultaneously [78] [79] [80] [81] .
The Valencia and Torino groups developed a comprehensive description of the nuclear electromagnetic response by starting from a local Fermi gas in a diagrammatic approach [82] [83] [84] . The calculation included random phase approximation (RPA) excitations and thus took care of the most important collective modes in a Fermi gas.
An alternative method is the scaling approach [85] , in which electron data are used to extract a universal scaling function that can then be used to calculate cross sections for different kinematical regimes and even different target mass numbers [86] . The method relies on the assumption of an independent particle model. Thus, effects of 2p-2h excitation or of inelastic excitations have to be added manually, either by calculating such contributions [87, 88] or by taking them from parameterizations of earlier results [66] .
NMBT, pioneered in the 1990s, made it possible to determine the nuclear ground state SFs in Eq. 19, starting from a realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction [61, 89] . The SF method has been applied to QE scattering; for that it has to be supplemented by a model for the interactions of the scattered nucleon in the final state [90] . The SFs also carry information about the so-called short-range correlations (SRC) between nucleon pairs that are responsible for the high-momentum tails; the latter are missing in the Fermi gas-based models.
Differences between the predictions from the local Fermi gas and the NMBT SFs are to be expected only in experiments particularly sensitive to these high-momentum tails.
Recently, ab initio Quantum Monte Carlo calculations became available that give an excellent description of nuclear ground and excited states, at least for light nuclei up to 12 C [91] . These calculations have already been employed in a calculation of the inclusive electroweak response of these nuclei and have yielded interesting insight into the importance of 2p-2h processes [92] .
All of the methods discussed above are suitable for calculation of inclusive cross sections only. None of them can handle high-multiplicity final states. These final states can be handled only by the transport-theoretical method for photon-and lepton-induced reactions [52] . For inclusive cross sections the results of the latter are compatible with those from the Valencia and Torino groups [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] .
B. Neutrino Interactions with Nuclei
Extracting the various components, QE scattering, pion production, and DIS, from neutrino-induced data on nuclei is significantly more complicated than for electrons. The energy distribution of a neutrino beam is broad, and the incoming neutrino energy, and, therefore, also the momentum-and energy-transfer, must be reconstructed from observations of the final state. Furthermore, the identification of a particular reaction mechanism, such as QE scattering, is necessarily model dependent. The final state of a true QE reaction and of a pion production event, with subsequent pion absorption inside the nuclear target, are experimentally indistinguishable. Thus, the 'data' for QE scattering can never be better than the methods used to describe pion production on nuclei.
For comparison with experimental neutrino data, the fixed-energy cross section described above is folded with the appropriate flux (neutrino energy distribution) φ(E ν ),
where φ(E ν ) is the incoming energy distribution (the flux), normalized to one, and dσ
is the cross section on the nuclear target, with appropriate medium corrections.
Quasi-elastic scattering
The same methods summarized for electron scattering in the preceding sections have been applied also to the description of QE events in neutrino-nucleus reactions [11, 12, 66, 91, [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] . QE scattering was assumed to be well understood in terms of interactions of the incoming gauge boson with single nucleons, and data on nuclear targets were indeed reproduced in this framework once so-called 'stuck-pions' events (i.e., events in which a pion was first produced but later reabsorbed) were removed by generators. For example, the [98] realized that in certain detector types 2p-2h excitations could be experimentally indistinguishable from true QE events and would thus contribute to the QE cross section (see also Reference [99] ).This fact was 'rediscovered' by Martini et al. [108, 110, 111] who pointed out that a consideration of 2p-2h initial interactions, taken together with RPA excitations of the nucleus, could explain not only the observed energy dependence depicted in Figure 5 but also the measured double-differential cross sections for these QE events without increasing M A . In a related model Nieves et al. [109, 112] pursued the suggestion of explaining the MiniBooNE surplus cross section by 2p-2h excitations.
The experiment MINERνA has also attempted to extract experimental information on 2p-2h contributions in another, higher-energy range of a few GeV [113, 114] by analyzing the dσ/dQ 2 distributions. The results of these investigations are inconclusive [115] partly because (a) a large pion background has to be subtracted (see the discussion in Sect. IV B 4) (b) Q 2 cannot be directly measured but rather has to be reconstructed with large errors just in the relevant region of largest cross sections [116] , and (c), the experiment observes outgoing muons only under forward angles where the relative effect of 2p-2h processes on QE-like events is smallest.
A more detailed discussion of neutrino-induced QE scattering can be found in recent reviews [4, 8] .
Final-state interactions
The analysis of long-baseline neutrino experiments, to be discussed in Sect. V, requires a description of the full final state. That necessitates not only a description of the initial, primary interaction of the neutrino with a bound and Fermi-moving nucleon leading to all sorts of final states, but also a reliable description of the FSI that the initially produced hadrons experience on their way out of the nuclear target, both with other target nucleons and among themselves. A consistent theory should be able to describe both the inclusive and the exclusive events.
The only directly measurable observables from a neutrino-nucleus reaction are the momenta of outgoing leptons, nucleons and mesons. In the following subsections I discuss emitted nucleons and produced pions. Outgoing leptons are treated implicitly in the above discussion of QE cross sections.
Knockout nucleons
One of the observables most sensitive to FSI is the spectrum of emitted nucleons, depicted in Figure 6 . The figure shows the cross section for (exactly) one-proton events before FSI.
Once the FSI become active, this spectrum is suppressed for all the kinetic energies. The a given kinetic energy; it does not provide any information where the absorbed flux goes [44, 117] .
At neutrino energies above approximately 1 GeV the knockout nucleons come, with approximately equal probability, from true one-body QE scattering and an initial ∆ production followed by the pionless ∆ decay ∆N → N N [11] . Naively, the investigation of two-nucleon knockout could signal the presence of these many-body interactions. However, a closer analysis has shown that the shape of the kinetic energy distributions is not changed by the presence of 2p-2h interactions [118] . Even in a subset of events with only two outgoing nucleons there are many events due to initial one-body interactions (because of the avalanche effect).
Pion Production
The first extensive data set on pion production was obtained by the MiniBooNE experiment [119, 120] ; the data are shown in Fig. 7 . Theoretically, Leitner et al. [11, 12] studied pion production on nuclei by using the impulse approximation on a nuclear ground state, with a local Fermi gas momentum distribution in a mean-field potential. The cross section in Eq. (10) was evaluated in the rest frame of each bound, Fermi-moving nucleon and GiBUU was used to describe the all important FSI.
In-medium effects for pion production are contained both in the SF A of the initially excited nucleon resonances (Eq. 9) and in the branching ratio for the resonance decay into a pion and a nucleon, where the final nucleon state may be Pauli blocked. Both the initial-state and the final-state nucleons are bound in a momentum-and coordinate-dependent potential that -through energy-and momentum-dependence -affects the decay width [122] . The theory has been tested with the help of photon-induced [123] and electron-induced [124] pion production data.
Most of the pions at the energies of the MiniBooNE experiment, with its flux peak at a neutrino energy of approximately 600 MeV originate from the ∆ resonance. The high-energy tails of the incoming flux add some minor contributions from higher resonances and DIS [30] .
A small amount of pions also comes from the initial QE vertex, when the outgoing proton is rescattered. Here the main contribution is from the pN → N ∆ → N N π reaction. Other possibilities to create pions during the FSI would be ωN → πN , φN → πN , πN → ππN . FSI noticeably decrease ∆-originated pion production due to the absorption N ∆ → N N ; a similar process is also possible for other resonances. Once a pion is produced, independently of its origin, it may also undergo a charge exchange, π + n → π 0 p, which depletes the π + channel as the dominant one, but increases the π 0 channel. The latter effect at a momentum of approximately 180 MeV is depicted in Fig. 7 (right), which shows that the cross section after FSI is larger than that before. Other possible ways for pions to disappear, at higher energies, include πN → ωN , φN , ΣK, ΛK. Fig. 7 shows a significant disagreement between theory and data, in both the magnitude and shape of the kinetic energy distribution. The figure presents results obtained with GiBUU [30] ; an independent calculation by Hernandez et al. [125] yields essentially the same result. The shape is a direct consequence of the well-understood πN ∆ dynamics in nuclei.
Pions with a kinetic energy of approximately 200 MeV are strongly reabsorbed through the sequence of reactions πN → ∆ and ∆N → N N . This shape has been experimentally observed in the kinetic energy distributions of π 0 produced in reactions with photons in the energy regime up to approximately 1 GeV on nuclei [123] . Since the FSI are the same in both reactions, the neutrino spectra should exhibit the same behavior.
Other data on pion production on nuclear targets are still sparse. The MINERνA experiment, operating with a flux that peaks at a considerably higher energy of around 3 GeV, obtains cross sections [126, 127] that are close to the ANL input [128] . The shape of the distributions is closer to that expected from theory. There is a conflict with the MiniBooNE data, however, as far as the absolute cross section is concerned [129] In summary, neutrino-induced pion production is still not well understood. This is disturbing, given that pion production makes up most of the background for QE scattering events. In the MiniBooNE and T2K energy range pion production accounts for approximately one third and in the MINOS, MINERνA and DUNE range it accounts for approximately two thirds of the total cross section [130, 131] . The soon to be released data on pion production from T2K may shed some light on this puzzle [132] .
MINERνA also has plans to explore the weak strangeness production process on nucleons [133] . The very strong pion FSI make this plan rather difficult. GiBUU simulations have
shown that most of the kaons produced originate in secondary processes such as πN → ΛK [41, 116] . Although kaons will undoubtedly be produced, they are mostly not the ones from an initial neutrino-induced reaction.
V. EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS IN LONG-BASELINE PHYSICS A. Energy Reconstruction
In long-baseline experiments searching for neutrino oscillations, such as T2K, MINOS, NOvA and the future DUNE (formerly called LBNE), the event rate at a given neutrino energy E ν for a far detector is compared with that at a near detector. At both detectors the neutrino energy must be reconstructed event by event from the final state of the reaction.
Two methods for this energy reconstruction are being considered:
1. In the so-called calorimetric method the energy of the final-state particles is observed.
This is the method that will be used in the liquid argon detectors. It requires an accurate determination of the final-state energy. If the detector were perfect, it would directly provide the incoming beam energy, through energy conservation. However, because of acceptance limitations, actual detectors observe only a part of the energy of the final-state particles and must extrapolate from that to the full final-state energy.
Initial studies have shown that the effects of experimental detection thresholds on the reconstruction can be quite large [134, 135] .
2. For QE charged-current scattering of a neutrino on a free nucleon at rest the incoming neutrino energy can be determined completely from the outgoing lepton kinematics (energy and angle). This is the method used largely by lower energy experiments, such as MiniBooNE and T2K. It requires a correct identification of the reaction mechanism as being QE scattering. Fermi-motion of bound nucleons alone leads to a smearing of the reconstructed energy around the true value, with an uncertainty width of approximately 60 MeV for a neutrino energy of approximately 1 GeV [134] . This is a natural lower limit to the error with which the neutrino energy can be reconstructed in this method. Errors introduced through an incorrect identification of a QE scattering event are even larger. An example is the misidentification of 2p-2h events as QE scattering that led to the extraction of unphysical values for the axial mass from experiments with nuclear targets [106, 136, 137] .
The quality of both of these methods could be assessed by performing analyses of modelgenerated events. Leitner & Mosel [134] generated events with GiBUU and found that the presence of stuck-pion events always leads to a low-energy tail on the distribution of reconstructed energies. The same is true for the presence of 2p-2h events [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] . Additionally, other reaction mechanisms, such as DIS, lead to such a reduction of the reconstructed energy [138] .
B. Energy Reconstruction and Oscillations
The difficulties reconstructing the incoming energy also affect the oscillation signal.
T2K
In the T2K energy regime, where the flux peaks around 600 MeV, pion production accounts for approximately one third of the total cross section [130] and the stuck-pion events are nearly as frequent as the 2p-2h events [138] . It is then interesting to determine how the errors due to the misidentification of events as being QE affect the oscillation signal. shows results obtained with GiBUU and is taken from [138] , the right shows results of a RPA-based many-body calcultion and is taken from [140] .
signal at the near detector is again shifted to lower energies and that the oscillation minimum at around 600 MeV is smeared out and thus harder to locate.
Exactly the same behavior is also found in very different calculations by Martini et al.
[140] (Fig. 8(right) ). Both the shift to lower energies in the near signal and the smearing of the oscillation signal agree very well with these features in the right part of Fig. 8 ).
The oscillation signal here was obtained by using some reasonable values for the mixing angles. The authors of [143] went one step further by directly looking on the effects of the energy reconstruction on the extracted oscillation parameters. For this study, events were generated with GiBUU (assumed to represent the measured data, i.e. 'nature') and then analyzed with the widely used neutrino generator GENIE [69] . The authors found that both the mixing angle and the squared mass difference changed.
DUNE
At the higher energies of the NuMI beam at Fermilab and at the planned LBNF/DUNE experiment, which peaks at approximately 3.5 GeV, pion production is the dominant component. Studies of the remainder, QE, then require both a quantitative understanding of pion production, both through resonances and through DIS, and a reliable implementation of that understanding in generators. Fig. 9 illustrates the impact of the QE-based reconstruction on the oscillation signal, plotted for two different event samples as a function of true neutrino energy and of energy reconstructed from the outgoing electron kinematics assuming a true QE process. Not only do errors in the energy reconstruction due to event misidentification cause a shift of the energy axis, they distort the whole event distribution [138, 139] . Also shown in the figure is the oscillation signal obtained from an event sample with zero pions that was produced by GiBUU; the energy was then reconstructed using the QE-based method [144] . The event rate vs. reconstructed energy (upper dashed curve) is distorted in comparison to the event rate vs. true energy and is shifted by more than 500 MeV in its maximum. This is clearly above the accuracy required to distinguish between the various parameter scenarios in Fig.   1 .
The situation is significantly improved when the event sample is further restricted to contain one and only one proton (plus any number of neutrons). Now the difference in energy between the true and the reconstructed curves is at most 100 MeV. The fact that the energy reconstruction is based on the dynamics of a true (one-body) process implies that requiring one proton in addition to zero pions gives a significantly cleaner identification of true QE because it singles out events that occur in the nuclear surface with less rescattering.
This event selection has recently also been attempted in a study of QE scattering by the MINERνA experiment [114] .
The same improvement also occurs for the difference between the true and reconstructed oscillation signals in dependence on δ CP [144] . Experiments searching for this phase would be well advised to look at events with one lepton, zero pions, one proton and X (unobserved) neutrons. With this subsample, the QE-based energy reconstruction should also be sufficiently reliable at the higher energies of the DUNE experiment. It could provide a useful alternative to the calorimetric method, which is also plagued by uncertainties [135] .
How uncertainties in the generators used actually affect the oscillation mixing angles and other neutrino properties has been discussed in recent papers [135, 143, 145] .
VI. SUMMARY
Neutrino interactions with nucleons are not well known. QE scattering still suffers from large experimental uncertainties, which translate directly into uncertainties in the shape of the axial form factor. For the first inelastic process, pion production through the ∆ resonance, this is even more so; there a larger number of form factors is essentially unconstrained by presently available data. A future challenge will be to bring the generators into a closer relationship with a theory that is able to describe the complete time-development of the neutrino-nucleus reaction with all processes included; inclusive cross sections or QE interactions alone are not enough.
There has been tremendous progress in the theory of lepton-nucleus interactions. Groundstate properties can now be calculated from first principles with much higher accuracy than ever before and reaction mechanisms are becoming better and better understood. Equally important, the description of the dynamical evolution of the nuclear system has benefitted from the development of by now well-established quantum-kinetic transport-theoretical methods in other fields of physics. Employing these state-of-the-art theoretical methods of transport theory and nuclear physics is essential for extending the event generators into new regions of energy and target mass. The precision era of neutrino physics also requires new, precision-era generators.
A. Summary Points
A short overall summary then reads as follows:
1. Cross sections for neutrino interactions with nucleons suffer from large experimental uncertainties, both for QE scattering and ∆ resonance excitations. These elementary cross sections enter into the description of neutrino interactions with nuclei.
2. Cross sections for neutrino interactions with nuclei offer access to the electroweak response of nuclei. Pion production is the dominant reaction component at higher energies. All studies of QE scattering are limited by the accuracy with which pions can be described.
3. Many-body reaction mechanisms connected with 2p-2h excitations in the target nucleus play a role also in neutrino induced reactions.
4. Oscillation parameters can be extracted from long-baseline experiments only with the help of neutrino event generators. Generators, therefore, play an all-important role, in contrast to most other experiments in nuclear and hadron physics.
5. The QE-based energy reconstruction offers a viable alternative to the calorimetric method also at higher energies if the proper event samples (1 µ, 0 π, 1 p, X n) are chosen.
B. Future work
Future work in this field should follow the following points:
1. New, more precise experimental determinations of cross sections on elementary targets (p, D) are needed to minimize uncertainties in the description of neutrino-nucleus interactions.
2. NMBTs for the electroweak response of nuclei have to be extended to noninclusive event descriptions and inelastic processes.
3. The use of neutrino event generators should be kept to a minimum. Published data should contain as little generator dependence as possible.
4. More accurate theoretical analyses of measured event rates, for extracting interaction cross sections or neutrino oscillation parameters, have to be developed. They should be based on state-of-the-art methods of nuclear physics, not only for static nuclear structure but also for nuclear reactions.
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Role of RPA Correlations
The work of Martini et al. as well as that of Nieves et al. showed a large influence of RPA correlations which tended to lower the cross section significantly at low Q 2 . A clear example for this effect is shown in Fig. 3 in Ref. [112] where it is seen that the RPA effects essentially just neutralize the extra contribution from 2p2h excitations. Results obtained in a continuum RPA (CRPA) calculation [147] seem to contradict that result. For example, Fig. 2 in Ref. [147] shows that the inclusive cross section obtained with RPA correlations Hartree-Fock mean-field potential which binds the nucleus. Obviously then such a realistic, bound ground state, in contrast to the unbound ground state of a local Fermi gas, contains some of the effects of the RPA correlations. This observation also explains why the GiBUU results, obtained also with a realistic mean-field potential without RPA, give a good description of the QE-peak in the inclusive cross section [97] . The same is true if the QE cross section is obtained in the scaling approach from a relativistic mean field potential without any additional RPA effects [148] . In addition, it has been pointed out that the size of RPA effects depends also on the particular NN interaction used [149] .
Microscopic Theory of 2p2h Processes
GiBUU now obtains the 2p2h part of the structure function from electron scattering under the assumption that the process is purely transverse and that the axial and the vector contributions are proportional to each other [97] ; the same approximations are used in the calculations of Martini et al. The structure function W 1 is obtained from a fit to electron scattering data. The agreement reached for electron scattering as well as for neutrinoinduced data from different experiments and for different neutrino flavors is very good [97] .
Starting from an effective NN interaction the authors of Ref. [150] have calculated the 2p2h response of nuclei to incoming neutrinos, assuming a relativistic Fermi gas for the ground state. These authors did not make any of the assumptions listed in the preceding paragraph from the outset, but their results show that the dominance of the transverse channel indeed holds. When combining their results with a semi-empirical scaling description of both the one-body QE process and the inelastic excitations they also obtain a similarly good agreement with both electron and neutrino inclusive cross sections [148] . The scaling functions are based on a phenomenologically modified relativistic mean-field potential. The ground state used for the calculation of the QE and inelastic parts of the reaction is thus quite different from that used for the 2p2h part.
